Hybrid near-field acoustic holography.
Hybrid near-field acoustical holography (NAH) is developed for reconstructing acoustic radiation from an arbitrary object in a cost-effective manner. This hybrid NAH is derived from a modified Helmholtz equation least squares (HELS) formula that expands the acoustic pressure in terms of outgoing and incoming waves. The expansion coefficients are determined by solving an overdetermined linear system of equations obtained by matching the assumed-form solution to measured acoustic pressures through the least squares. Measurements are taken over a conformal surface around a source at close range so that the evanescent waves can be captured. Next, the modified HELS is utilized to regenerate as much acoustic pressures on the conformal surface as necessary and take them as input to the Helmholtz integral formulation implemented numerically by boundary element method (BEM). The acoustic pressures and normal velocities on the source surface are reconstructed by using a modified Tikhnov regularization (TR) with its regularization parameter determined by generalized cross validation (GCV) method. Results demonstrate that this hybrid NAH combines the advantages of HELS and inverse BEM. This is because a majority of the input data are regenerated but not measured, thus the efficiency of reconstruction is greatly enhanced. Meanwhile, the accuracy of reconstruction is ensured by the Helmholtz integral theory and modified TR together with GCV method, provided that HELS converges fast enough on the measurement surface. Numerical examples of reconstructing acoustic quantities on the surface of a simplified engine block are demonstrated. [Work supported by NSF.]